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Abstract—Evaluation of perceived quality of light field images,
as well as testing new processing tools, or even assessing the
effectiveness of objective quality metrics, relies on the availability
of test dataset and corresponding quality ratings. This article
presents SMART light field image quality dataset. The dataset
consists of source images (raw data without optical corrections),
compressed images, and annotated subjective quality scores.
Furthermore, analysis of perceptual effects of compression on
SMART dataset is presented. Next, the impact of image content
on the perceived quality is studied with the help of image quality
attributes. Finally, the performances of 2D image quality metrics
when applied to light field images are analyzed.

Index Terms—Quality of Experience, Perceptuaal Quality,
Light Field Image, Quality Metrics, Dataset.

I. INTRODUCTION

L IGHT Field (LF) imaging, also known as holoscopic
imaging, integral imaging, or plenoptic imaging [1],

derives from the fundamentals of light field sampling, where
the spatial information about a scene can be captured with
angular information. That is, light field imaging is based on
a camera recording information about the intensity of light of
the scene and about the direction of light rays.

The basic concept of light field imaging was first introduced
by Lippmann [2] [3] and it has been improved by many
researchers throughout the years. The idea was to use an array
of thin lenses that can record multiple views of a scene that
in turn is projected onto a single sheet of film [2]. Exploiting
light field for generating parallax images using a single lens
is explored in [4]. In [5] a plenoptic camera using a lenticular
array is designed. In [6] and [7] light field camera with an
additional microlens array inserted between the camera sensor
and the main lens is used. The camera can be considered as
a relay system, where the main lens creates a main image in
the air, then this main image is re-mapped to the sensor by
microlens array, and thus it is able to provide multiple views
of the scene in a single shot [8].

The most appealing feature of light field camera is that even
a single light field snapshot can provide pictures where focus,
exposure, and depth of field can be adjusted after the picture
is taken. Light field camera offers novel opportunities in
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many applications such as photography, astronomy, robotics,
medical imaging, and microscopy [9]. The wide range of
possible applications and the rapidly developing light field
technology pulled the attention of the consumer, industry, and
academics. In this scenario, the Joint Photographic Experts
Group (JPEG) committee has launched a new activity, called
JPEG-PLENO [10], aiming at developing a standard frame-
work for the representation and exchange of new imaging
modalities such as light field imaging.

Light field images are subject to a wide variety of dis-
tortions during acquisition, processing, compression, storage,
transmission, and rendering; any of these steps may result in a
visual quality degradation. The rapidly developing light field
technology and consumer interest towards this technology is
pushing the need for perceptual quality evaluation of such
contents. In this article, the perceptual quality is evaluated
through subjective quality assessment.

A. Research questions

In the following, the motivations and the contributions of
this work are presented.

R1) Light field image quality dataset: Image processing
community devoted many efforts to image quality assessment.
The issues: How to evaluate the quality of images generated
from the algorithms? How to compare the performance of
algorithms? How to determine the quality criteria to optimize
the system or algorithm? etc., repeatedly come up when
dealing with image processing [11] [12]. Since, in most
applications the final user of light field image content is
human, the goal of quality assessment is to predict the quality
as it is perceived by the average human observer. To train, test,
and benchmark the light field Image Quality Metrics (IQMs)
a comprehensive and well defined light field image quality
dataset, test light field images with corresponding subjective
quality scores, is important. To the best of our knowledge,
none of existing light field image datasets include processed
images and corresponding subjective quality scores.

R2) Subjective quality of compressed light field images:
It is useful to notice that light field camera provides a grid
of elementary images, and the contents of the elementary
images are quite similar to their neighbors. Therefore, com-
pression of light field content is very important for storage
and transmission. Since lossy compression may introduce
visible artifacts, the analysis of the overall subjective quality is
needed. Currently, many efforts have been devoted to develop
light field image compression methods and the performance
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analysis of these methods is important. To this aim, the impact
of compression artifacts on the subjective quality has been
analyzed and the performance of image compression methods
has been studied.

Moreover, the subjective quality of images and the perfor-
mance of compression methods is significantly influenced by
the image content characteristics and Human Visual System
(HVS) [13]. Therefore, the influence of the image content with
respect to HVS on the subjective quality of light field image
has been studied by exploiting key image-quality attributes:
spatial information, colorfulness, hue, saturation, brightness,
contrast, etc.

R3) Performance evaluation of existing 2D image quality
metrics, when applied to light field image: Currently, there are
no quality metrics specifically designed for light field content.
However, in literature many IQMs have been proposed, and
some of them are very common in the image processing field.

In this contribution, the performances of existing 2D IQMs,
when applied to light field images, are evaluated.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes a survey of the related works, Section III details the
followed steps for dataset formation, Section IV summarizes
the performed experiment, Section V includes the results and
analysis, the issues and challenges arisen buy our work are
discussed in Section VI, and in Section VII the conclusions
are drawn.

II. RELATED WORKS

With respect to R1, in literature, few light field datasets have
been proposed; the main features are reported in Table I. Light
field images in Stanford light field archive [14] are captured
by using a traditional light field image acquisition framework,
the multi-camera system. Synthetic light field archive [15],
light field analysis [16], LCAV-31 [17], Lytro dataset [18],
light field saliency dataset (LFSD) [19] and GUC light field
face and iris dataset [20] are designed for specific purposes
and light field images captured by using multi-camera system
and Lytro. The Lytro Illum camera is used in [21], however,
as detailed in [22], the scene selection has not been properly
addressed thus resulting in redundancy in the dataset images.

Advances in light field imaging technology and the avail-
ability of commercial light field cameras (Lytro Illum and
Raytrix) allow the consumer to exploit such a technology.
The state-of-the-art datasets are not sufficient to deal with
new challenges (quality evaluation, performance testing for
processing algorithms, etc.) arising with the advancement of
the light field technology. Moreover, none of the datasets
contain the information about processed light field images and
annotated subjective quality scores.

The novelty of the media has an impact on the subjective
evaluation too. To collect the subjective opinion scores for
the test light field images, a subjective quality assessment
experiment need to be designed. In literature, many standard
guidelines [23] [24] [25], have been recommended to design
the subjective experiment for images and videos. However,
currently there is no guideline defined for light field images.

With respect to R2, many ongoing efforts have been given
to encode the light field image. In [26], a wavelet packet

based hierarchical disparity compensated coding scheme is
presented. In [27], an adaptive prediction method based on
micro images is proposed to reduce the data correlation before
the entropy coding. To compress lenslet images, a sub-aperture
images streaming scheme is presented in [28]. Where, sub-
aperture images are firstly extracted and video stream is
produced from it, and it is compressed as a video. In [1],
the self-similarity prediction concept is exploited to explore
the inherent correlation of the contents. A displacement intra
prediction scheme is introduced for light field image com-
pression in [29] [30]. However, the perceived quality of the
compressed image has not been analyzed.

Moreover, at semantic level, the image content may be
characterized by high level features, such as indoor, outdoor,
sports, movie, and even different types of movies such as
action or documentaries etc. Though there is no direct mapping
of extractable features (such as color, texture, shape, structure,
etc.) into semantic concept, the effective strategy in content
analysis is to use attributes extractable from the source im-
age [31]. In literature, few efforts have been devoted to analyze
content features by exploiting the extractable attributes. The
spatial perceptual information and temporal perceptual infor-
mation is recommended to analyse the scene characteristics of
video in [24]. The spatial information and colorfulness is used
to analyse image scene in [32]. In [33] and [34] the parameters,
spatial activity, temporal activity, spatial-temporal interaction,
contrast, and colorfulness are considered to characterize video
content. To the best of our knowledge, the impact of image
content on the subjective quality has not been studied for light
field image.

With respect to R3, there has been a growing interest and
many efforts [35]–[38] have been given to the development of
IQM. However, there are many challenges and issues regarding
the applicability and performances of the metrics [11], [39].
The performances of the most widely used metrics have been
investigated for 2D images [40] [41]. The image quality
metric, Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), has been used
to compare the performance of light field image compression
methods [42] [29]. However, the performances of the 2D
metrics, including PSNR, have not been studied for light field
images.

III. DATASET FORMATION

In this section, the research question R1 is addressed while
in the following subsections, the steps performed for creating
the light field image quality dataset are detailed.The dataset is
a result of collaboration between Mid Sweden University and
Università degli Studi Roma TRE. The term SMART reflects
the aim to have a compact dataset as complete as possible, that
is a set of SRCs with a wide range of key quality attributes
affecting the subjective quality.

A. Source sequences

In the following, procedures employed for selecting the
Source Sequences (SRCs), and SRCs description are pre-
sented.
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Datasets Date Purpose Features Acquisition
Devices

Depth
Map (DM)

GUC Light Field Face
and Iris Database [20] 2016 Face and Iris

Recognition

It provides two biometric image databases
collected by using a Lytro camera on

multiple faces and visible iris ( 112 subjects
for faces and 55 subjects for eye pattern).

Lytro No

Lytro dataset [18] 2015 Light field
Reconstruction

It provides 30 images, with indoor
and outdoor, motion blur, long exposure

time, and flat image.
Lytro No

EPFL Light-Field
Image Dataset [21] 2015 General It provides 118 Lytro images with different

categories: buildings, landscapes, people, etc. Lytro Illum No

LCAV-31 [17] 2014 Object
Recognition

It provides light field images of 31 object categories
captured from ordinary household objects and

designed for object recognition purpose.
Lytro No

Light Field Saliency
Dataset (LFSD) [19] 2014 Saliency Map

Estimation
It provides 100 light field images with 60 indoor

scenes and 40 outdoor scenes. Lytro Yes
(Estimated)

Synthetic Light
Field Archive [15] 2013 General

It provides many artificial light fields including
images with transparencies, occlusions,

and reflections.

Camera
(Artificial light field) No

Light Field Analysis [16] 2013
Depth Map

Estimation

It provides 7 Blender and 6 Gantry images;
however, images do not cover the wide range of

natural scenes.

Blender Software
and Gantry device Yes

Stanford
Light Field Archive [14] 2008 General

It provides more than 20 light fields
sampled using a camera array, a gantry and

a light field microscope.

Gantry,
Light field microscope,

and Camera Array
No

TABLE I
LIGHT FIELD IMAGE DATASETS WITH CORRESPONDING BASIC FEATURES. THE GENERAL PURPOSE DATASET CAN BE USED FOR A WIDE RANGE

APPLICATIONS SUCH AS TO BENCHMARK THE PROCESSING ALGORITHMS (ENCODING METHODS AND QUALITY METRICS) AND QUALITY ASSESSMENT.

1) SRCs content selection: A careful selection of SRCs is
important to create a dataset. In particular, image features such
as spatial information, color information, and brightness are
important parameters. By using these parameters, it is possible
to quantify the distortions suffered by data compression or
transmission over a bandwidth-limited channel. Therefore,
selected SRCs should span a wide range of content features.

In this article, based on the key quality attributes: Spa-
tial distribution Information (SI), colorfulness (CF), contrast,
correlation, homogeneity, brightness, hue, and saturation, the
SRCs have been selected. The features were considered based
on the image quality attributes and HVS characteristics [43].
SI is a perceptual indicator of spatial information of the
scene [25]. Colorfulness is the main perceptual attribute un-
derlying image quality and naturalness of the images [44].
Contrast is the most important parameter used to evaluate
image quality [36], because the meaningful visual information
is conveyed by contrast. As an example, a largely uniform
picture carries little or no information [45]. Hue, saturation,
and brightness are major attributes that are used to express
the HVS characteristics of images [34]. The achieved results,
presented in Section V-B3, show that the subjective quality of
the light field image is significantly influenced by the image
content, and that more than one content attribute should be
considered for characterizing the scene.

A light field camera provides information about depth
dependence and Lambertian lighting. The depth dependence
implies multiple depth of semitransparent objects and the
Lambertian surface reflects light with equal intensity in all

directions [46]. The depth dependence information can be
exploited during coding, and the variation in depth of field
information could give different compression levels at a same
quality level. Reflections and transparency are prevalent in
natural images, that is, reflected and transmitted lights are
super-imposed on each other. The image can be modeled as
a linear combination of transmitted layer, which contains the
scene of interest, and a secondary layer, which contains the
reflection or transparency [47] [48]. The decomposition of the
images into two layers is a ill-posed problem in the absence
of additional information about the scene [49]. The light field
camera recorded information, particularly multiple views of a
single scene, can be exploited to solve the problem. Therefore,
in a test dataset images with transparency, reflections, and wide
Depth of Field (DoF) variation are needed.

2) Number of SRCs: Having a large number of SRCs is
preferable in order to obtain a complete understanding of the
phenomena under investigation. However, in some applica-
tions, in particular subjective quality assessment and pilot test
of processing algorithms, the number of SRCs is limited by
processing time, duration of experiment, and available number
of the subjects for the experiment.

As specified in ISO 20462 standard [23], to get relative
quality values in Just Noticeable Differences (JNDs), the
selected attributes should appear in at least three images.
A single image can cover more than one attribute; in this
work two to three significant attributes per image have been
considered. As consequence, we have captured 16 images.
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(a) Book (b) Building (c) Car (d) Chair

(e) Flower (f) Grid (g) Ladder (h) Person

(i) Pillars (j) River (k) Sky (l) Stone

(m) Table (n) Tile (o) Whitesky (p) Window

Fig. 1. All-in-focused 2D views of SRCs in SMART dataset.
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Fig. 2. Spatial and colorfulness information distribution of SRCs.

3) SRC description: Thumbnails of the selected SRCs are
shown in Figure 1 and the corresponding key features are
summarized in Table II. As can be noticed, the considered
images cover a large number of quality attributes and content
variations. The analysis of the SRCs in Figure 2, shows that
they cover a wide range of key quality attributes [22].

B. Hypothetical reference circuits

To create Processed light field Image Sequences (PISs)
from SRCs, test conditions (Hypothetical Reference Circuits
(HRCs)) need to be defined [50]. Figure 3 shows that before
the test image showing to the subject, the light field image
goes through encoding and rendering steps. To the best of
our knowledge, there is no standard encoding and rendering
method. As can be noticed, HRCs can be generated at the
encoder and/or at the renderer block.

In this work, to evaluate the perceptual quality of com-
pressed light field images, rendering method is fixed while
compression methods are varied. As HRCs, encoding tech-
niques: JPEG, JPEG2000, HEVC intra [51] [52] and an ad
hoc designed plenoptic image compression system (Sparse Set
and Disparity Coding-SSDC) [30] have been considered

As mentioned in [51] and [40], four to five levels of
distortion are sufficient to create the PISs. The distortion
strengths have been selected after initial tests: a large set of
test images has been generated. In more details, for JPEG the
following quality levels (QLs): 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70,
80, 90, and 100; for JPEG2000 the compression ratios (CRs):
1, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 250, and 300; for
HEVC intra and SSDC the quantization parameters (QPs):
22, 23, 24,..., 50 have been used. Based on the following
considerations, a subset of these images that spanned a wide
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Index Name Description Key Features Remarks
(a) Book Book inside a transparent box Homogeneity, Transparency Indoor
(b) Building Building and its reflection on the river SI, contrast, reflection Outdoor
(c) Car Car roof and building with sky Homogeneity, DoF Outdoor
(d) Chair Chair on the floor Colorfulness, DoF Indoor
(e) Flower Flower with tile on the floor SI, hue Outdoor
(f) Grid Grid with natural scenes DoF, hue Outdoor
(g) Ladder Ladder top view DoF, SI Outdoor
(h) Person Close-up picture of a person with reflection Reflection, contrast Indoor
(i) Pillars Pillars Colorfulness, DoF Outdoor
(j) River Flower and river with reflection of the building Contrast, DoF Outdoor
(k) Sky Sky with natural scenes Homogeneous, correlation Outdoor
(l) Stone Stone on the concrete ground SI, contrast Outdoor

(m) Table Table with sofa Colorfulness, Correlation Indoor
(n) Tile Tile with background building brightness , hue Outdoor
(o) Whitesky Natural scene with white sky brightness, correlation Outdoor
(p) Window Natural outdoor scene with indoor objects Transparency, DoF Outdoor/Indoor

TABLE II
THE BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SRCS. THE SRCS COVER A WIDE RANGE OF KEY IMAGE QUALITY ATTRIBUTES AND IMAGE CONTENT VARIATIONS.

LF Image

Encoding

Encoded LF Image

Rendering

Subject

Rendered 2D View

Fig. 3. Signal processing steps and experimental design.

Encoding methods Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4
JPEG (QLs)) 30 50 70 90

JPEG2000 (CRs) 25 50 100 200
HEVC intra (QPs) 32 37 42 47

SSDC (QPs) 32 37 42 47
TABLE III

COMPRESSION METHODS AND CORRESPONDING COMPRESSION LEVELS

.

range of visual quality scores (minimum to maximum quality)
have been selected for the dataset, as detailed in [53]. The QPs
used in literature for comparing performance of H.265/HEVC,
VP9, and H. 264/AVC encoders are 22, 27, 32, and 37 [54].
From a preliminary test, the difference in subjective quality of
rendered images with original image was very small for HEVC
intra and SSDC for QPs 22 and 27. Therefore, higher values
of QPs (42 and 47) have been used. The selected compression
level for each compression method are shown in Table III.

C. Light field image processing

The following steps were taken for preparing the test
images:

1) Raw sensor data decoding: To decode the Lytro Illum
recorded raw sensor data, Light Field Toolbox v0.4 [55]
was used. Demosaicing, devignetting, and colour and gamma
corrections were applied during the decoding [56]. Next, the
content was converted into a light field data structure: a stack
of 2D low-resolution RGB images in addition to the weighting
image. The weighting image conveys the confidence associated
with each pixel, which can be useful in filtering applications
that accept a weighting term [55]. The resulting dimension
of the light field data structure is 15 × 15 × 434 × 625 × 4,
where 15 × 15 represents the number of views, 434 × 625
represents the resolution of each view and 4 corresponds to the
RGB and weighting image components. For the processing,
the weighting component is discarded, i.e. only RGB color
channels are considered. In Figure 4 (b), views around the
corers are black, this is due to the hexagonal geometry of the
micro lens.

2) Light field data arrangement: Light field data structure
is depending on the targeted encoding method. In general, light
field image encoding method can be divided in two categories:
lenslet image (micro images) encoding and sub-aperture image
encoding, based on the input (data structure) given to the
encoder. In lenslet image encoding, the light field data need to
be arranged as lenslet image (shown in Figure 4 (a)). In sub-
aperture image encoding, sub-aperture images (multiple views)
are given as input to the encoder. For an example, in [57], the
sub-aperture images are used as the frames of the pseudo-
video: coding order of the views accounts the similarities
between adjacent views, and it is encoded as a video.

In literature, most of the light field image encoding methods
use the HEVC intra profile [1], [30], [58]. Since, in this
study, the HEVC intra profile together with standard image
encoding methods are considered, and thus, the light field
data is arranged in a lenslet image (2D image) structure.
In more details, HEVC intra related encoders are used for
encoding, and thus, 16 bit precision data is clipped to 8
bits by dropping the least significant bits, and RGB 8 bit
uncompressed image is converted to YCbCr4:2:0 color space.
The resulted light image is encoded and decoded. After de-
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(a) Micro images (b) Sub-apertures: multiple views

Fig. 4. Light field image content arrangement.
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coding, the image is converted back to the RGB color channel
for display. For HEVC compression, HM software (Encoder
Version [11.0][Windows][VS 1700][64 bit]) [52] has been
used, and test parameter configurations have been selected as
detailed in [51] and [59].

D. Light field image visualization

The basic steps followed in the light field image processing
system are shown in Figure 5. In addition to conventional
2D/3D processing steps (i.e., acquisition, processing, com-
pression, storage, transmission, and reproduction) light field
imaging is affected by increased computation complexity
as described in the following. In pre-processing (raw data
decoding and representation) step, information (such as color)
may be lost and/or distorted. Due to the amount of light field
camera recorded information, aggressive compression of the
light field content is needed. Next, in most of the applications,
since the end user is a human subject, the light field content
is shown to the final user after post-processing, such as
rendering. The selection of rendering method and the resulting
introduced artifacts are depending on the targeted visualization
techniques: refocused image, extended depth of field, 3D
image, parallax, depth, 360 degree light field display [60], etc.

The quality of compressed light field image can be assessed
at two points:

• P1: The effect of compression on light field content may
be evaluated before the post processing such as rendering.
As an example, the quality of compressed image can be
evaluated with the help of objective quality metric such
as PSNR.

• P2: The decoded light field content is usually rendered
before being shown to the final user. The light field
content can be shown in different ways, such as 2D view
(refocused at different point/depth or all-in-focused view),
multiple views, 3D views, depth information, full light
field, etc.

In general, light field content is shown to the final user
after the post-processing, and thus image HVS properties
are more pertinent at point P2 than P1. In this work, the
subjective quality is evaluated at point P2. The subjective
quality evaluation of light field content is even more difficult to
properly address the concept of quality. This is also due to the
fact that light field image can be shown to the user in different
ways, and there are many possibilities for its visualization.
Based on the easily availability of 2D display devices, possible
approaches are:

• Random selection of refocused single view: A single
refocused view can be shown to the observer, so that
only a subset of light field data would be evaluated. In
the refocused view, out of focus area of the scene will be
blurred, and thus the complete scene cannot be evaluated
equally.

• Random selection of multiple refocused views: In this
technique, bigger amount of light field data can be eval-
uated than for a single view. There will be many views
and refocus points, and it is not possible to consider all
views. As a result, for the subjective evaluation randomly
selected 3 views and 3 focus points are recommended
in [42]. The major limitations of this technique are: 1) as
a result of refocusing, the out of focus area will be blurred
and entire image scene can not be evaluated uniformly, 2)
the consideration of 3 refocused views can not cover the
complete light field information, 3) the refocused images,
refocusing at foreground object or in background scene,
could have a different subjective quality, and 4) there is
no validated protocol to run the subjective experiment for
the refocused views.

• Pseudo-video sequence: The multiple views of light field
image can be used to create a video sequence. The video
sequence could be circular animated video sequence, such
as bobbling; light field image is displayed with a circular
animation [61] [56]. However, this technique may not
be a good option for refocused views. Subjective quality
of refocused views could be different based on the point
of focus and refocusing algorithm. In particular, handling
inter-perspective aliasing (”jumps” between the views), as
a result of large depth variation, is challenging. Moreover,
there is no validated subjective assessment protocol for
this technique.

• 3D visualization: Light field data can be rendered for 3D
visualization by estimating depth information from the
light field data. A light-field 3D rendering using Depth-
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Fig. 6. Subjective experiment setup.

Image-Based Rendering (DIBR) is presented in [62]. The
3D visualization technique could be a good option to
evaluate the quality of depth map; however, there is no
standard 3D rendering technique.

• All-in-focused view: In this work, all-in-focused view of
the light field image is used for subjective quality evalu-
ation. Motivation behind the selection of this method is
that the foreground as well as the background information
can be shown to the subject without blurred regions.
Moreover, validated image quality assessment protocols
can be adopted. The major issues of this technique are:
subject can evaluate only few part of the light field
content and the level of distortion on the depth map
may not be evaluated. To create the view, a basic or full
resolution rendering method has been exploited [63]. The
resulted image is equivalent to the central view of the
light field image.

IV. SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION

In the following, the protocol adopted during the subjective
experiment is described.

A. Subjective experiment methodology

Given the novelty of this technology, during the selection
of subjective quality assessment method, the following issues:

• subjects are not familiar with the light field content;
• light filed camera recorded raw data decoding process

introduce the artifacts (such as color distortions, blurring,
Gaussian noise, and Salt and Pepper noise), and thus, the
quality of reference image is already (before compres-
sion) reduced;

need to be considered. For reducing the impact of the pre-
introduced artifacts, the double stimulus paradigm is an appro-
priate choice for the subjective quality assessment. Therefore,
to collect the opinion scores for the rendered 2D views, the
Pairwise Comparison (PC) method [24], is selected. The main
advantage of PC is its high discriminatory power, which is of
particular value when several test items are nearly equal in
quality [24].

In PC, a pair of images is presented to the observer who
selects the one that, according to his/her opinion, has best
image quality. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) used in

this experiment is shown in Figure 6. At the end of each
paired presentation, the subject expressed his/her preference
by ticking the boxes. The number of pairs is n× (n− 1) for
n number of images. In our case, there were 17 test images
(272 pairs) for each SRC, and we had 16 SRCs. The result of
the PC experiment is a PC Matrix (PCM), that contains the
number of times that each option was preferred over the other
option [64].

B. Subjects
To collect reliable results, 19 subjects have been se-

lected [23] [25]. The subjects were drawn from a pool of
undergraduate to post-doctorate students from Università degli
Studi Roma TRE, Rome, Italy. The subjects were naive
concerning image impairments and the associated terminology.
They were asked to wear any vision correcting devices (glasses
or contact lens) that they normally wear. The light field image
is displayed as a classical 2D image (all-in-focused view), and
thus specific visual activity tests such as color and vision tests,
are not performed as for HD/3D image.

C. Experiment length
To minimize the effect of viewers’ fatigue on quality

assessment, four experimental sessions have been scheduled.
The experiment length is maintained shorter than 30 minutes
by dividing each session into two sub-sessions to retain the
attention of subjects [25]. Each sub-session lasted 12 to 15
minutes including evaluation and training time of 2 minutes,
and at least 5 minutes gap between each sub-session.

D. Stimuli arrangement
In the experiment, PISs from 2 SRCs have been evaluated in

each sub-session. The PISs from the same SRC are displayed
at a time. To compensate the effect of a potential bias based
on order or position of stimuli in the averaged results [65],
stimuli are shown in random order for each subject according
to their compression and intensity.

E. Training
Before the experiment, the subject is verbally given instruc-

tions, followed by written instructions as specified in ITU-T
Recommendation. P.910 (Appendix II) [24].

In the training stage, the subject is shown pairs of images
having different levels of impairment, from the lowest to the
highest found in the experiment. In this phase, each subject
gets familiar with the assessment procedure and establish the
annoyance values range. The images used in the training
session are different from the test images.

F. Apparatus and environment
The experiment is conducted in a controlled environment

in order to produce reliable and reproducible results by
avoiding involuntary influence of external factors [25]. The
characteristics of the display device and system are used in
the experiment are briefly described in Table IV. The viewing
conditions and viewing distance (1–8H, H = picture height)
are maintained as specified in [24].
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TABLE IV
SYSTEM AND DISPLAY PARAMETERS.

(a) System parameters.

Parameters Values
Processor Intel(R)Core(TM)i7-4770

Processor Speed @3.40GHZ
RAM 8GB

System type 64-bit OS
Operating System Windows 8.1

GUI MATLAB R2015a
(b) Display parameters.

Parameters Values
Display Device DELL U2413f

Screen Refresh Rate 60Hz
Screen Resolution 1920x1200 pixels

Brightness and Contrast 50
Sharpness 50

Aspect Ratio Wide 16:10

V. RESULTS ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, the research questions R2, and R3 have been
addressed.

A. Overview of the SMART dataset

In the following the contents provided in the dataset (avail-
able at http://www.comlab.uniroma3.it/SMART/) are briefly
reported.

1) Light field content: The dataset includes the following
test materials.

• Raw light field images: The SRCs in raw format (light
field content and camera calibration data) that can be used
for a wide range of applications such as benchmarking
processing algorithms (raw data decoding, compression,
rendering, etc.) or quality evaluation.

• Decoded light field images: Decoded light field data are
available in a light field data structure: matrix of the
multiple views. The decoded light field images can be
used directly (without raw data decoding and processing)
to train, test, and benchmark the processing algorithms
and for quality assessment.

• Encoded light field image: The encoded or distorted light
field images can be used to study the response of HVS
to the light field content.

2) Collected quality scores: To widen the possible applica-
tion of the SMART dataset, raw and processed opinion scores
of the test (reference and distorted) light field images are
provided.

As mentioned in Section IV-A, the result of the subjective
experiment is the PCM matrix. The matrix contains the number
of times that each option (HRC) was preferred. Therefore,
there is a matrix corresponding to each SRC, since distorted
images of the same SRC were compared. The matrix (sub-
jective opinions) can be analyzed and interpreted in different
ways.

To analyze the subjective quality, a preliminary step is to
convert the results in a continuous rating scale [66]. In this arti-
cle, the conversion of the preference frequencies to continuous-
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Fig. 7. Distribution of BT scores. The test light field images have a wide
range of subjective quality scores.

scale quality scores is performed by using the Bradley-Terry
(BT) model [67] [68]. A detailed description of the BT score
and Confidence Interval (CI) estimation procedure is available
in [69]. Higher BT score indicates higher preference rate.
Therefore, the BT value can be used as a quality score (mean
opinion score). The distribution of the BT scores for the test
images is shown by means of the histogram in Figure 7. The
histogram shows that HRCs are well selected for creating a
set of data spanning a wide range of subjective quality. The
quality scores are in the range 1 (excellent quality) to -12
(worst quality). In general, the range of the quality scores is
depending on the difference between the preference scores of
the image pair under test and employed mapping model.

In PC method, the subjects are only requested to indicate
the binary opinion (better or worse) between two images
under test. This kind of comparison is less confusing than
discrete and/or continuous quality rating system [70], [71],
and thus scores given by all the subjects are considered for
the study [24].

B. Subjective quality of compressed light field images

To address the issue arisen by R2, the analysis of the
subjective quality of compressed light field image is presented.
For the analysis, the numbers 1 to 17 have been used as
indexes to represent 17 HRCs. The index numbers and corre-
sponding HRC description are shown in Table V. The impact
of compression on the quality is analyzed in two steps. First,
the overall impact of the HRCs on the subjective quality is
presented and then, the same analysis is performed for each
SRC.

1) Overall impact of HRC: To analyze the subjective
quality of light field images of different HRCs, the opinion
scores given by all the subjects and for all SRCs are used. The
results reported in Figure 8, show that the subjective quality
of processed light field images varies with the selected HRCs.
This result is further confirmed by the Analysis Of Variance
(ANOVA) [72]. During the testing, test statistic is measured
with the help of the Fisher-Snedecor distribution, indicated
as a Fvalue. If the probability, pvalue, for the F-statistic is
smaller than the significance level, then the test rejects the null
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(b) Book: Exact Test
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(c) Building: Quality Score
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(d) Building: Exact Test
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(e) Car: Quality Score
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(f) Car: Exact Test
HRCs
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(g) Chair: Quality Score
Test Images
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(h) Chair: Exact Test
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(i) Flower: Quality Score
Test Images
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(j) Flower: Exact Test
HRCs
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(k) Grid: Quality Score
Test Images
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(l) Grid: Exact Test
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(m) Ladder: Quality Score
Test Images
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(n) Ladder: Exact Test
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(o) Person: Quality Score
Test Images
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(p) Person: Exact Test

Fig. 10. BT Score with 95% confidence interval and result of exact test for eight images: Book, Building, Car, Chair, Flower, Grid, Ladder, and Person.
The Quality Score figure shows that the BT score with 95% confidence interval for 17 HRCs; the index number and corresponding description are shown
in Table V. In Exact Test sub-figures, white box indicates quality scores for the test points (pairs) are not significantly different and black box indicates the
quality scores are significantly different, where as gray box is used to express the test is not necessary for the pairs.

Index Artifacts Index Artifacts
1 Reference
2 JPEG (q=30) 10 HEVC intra (QP=32)
3 JPEG (q=50) 11 HEVC intra(QP=37)
4 JPEG (q=70) 12 HEVC intra (QP=42)
5 JPEG (q=90) 13 HEVC intra (QP=47)
6 JPEG2000 (CR=25) 14 SSDC (QP=32)
7 JPEG2000 (CR=50) 15 SSDC (QP=37)
8 JPEG2000 (CR=100) 16 SSDC (QP=42)
9 JPEG2000 (CR=200) 17 SSDC (QP=47)

TABLE V
INDEXES AND CORRESPONDING ARTIFACTS (Q=QUALITY LEVEL,

CR=COMPRESSION RATIO, QP=QUANTIZATION PARAMETER LEVEL).

hypothesis, i.e. accepts the alternative hypothesis (at least one
of the group means is significantly different from the others).
In this work, a significance level of 0.05 is considered. The
result F (16, 255) = 18.1 and p-value ' 0 < 0.05, indicates
that the quality scores for the HRC are significantly different.

2) Impact of HRC on individual SRC: To study the influ-
ence of HRCs for individual SRCs, the result has been further
analyzed by using the box plot. The box plot (box and whisker

Test Images
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Fig. 8. Overall impact of HRCs the subjective quality: BT score with 95%
of Confidence Interval (CI).

diagram) is used to display the distribution of data based on the
five number summary: minimum, first quartile, median, third
quartile, and maximum [73]. From Figure 9 it can be noticed
that some of the points are outliers and that the range of the
first and third quartile is noticeable. This result indicates that
the BT scores are different for the SRCs even for the same
level of compression. Therefore, it is worthwhile to analyze the
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(b) Pillars: Exact Test
HRCs
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(c) River: Quality Score
Test Images
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(d) River: Exact Test
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(e) Sky: Quality Score
Test Images
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(f) Sky: Exact Test
HRCs
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(g) Stone: Quality Score
Test Images
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(h) Stone: Exact Test
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(i) Table: Quality Score
Test Images
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(j) Table: Exact Test
HRCs
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(k) Tile: Quality Score
Test Images
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(l) Tile: Exact Test
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(m) Whitesky: Quality Score
Test Images
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(n) Whitesky: Exact Test
HRCs
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(o) Window: Quality Score
Test Images
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(p) Window: Exact Test

Fig. 11. BT Score with 95% confidence interval and result of exact test for eight images: Pillars, River, Sky, Stone, Table, Tile, Whitesky, and Window.
The Quality Score figure shows that the BT score with 95% confidence interval for 17 HRCs; the index number and corresponding description are shown
in Table V. In Exact Test sub-figures, white box indicates quality scores for the test points (pairs) are not significantly different and black box indicates the
quality scores are significantly different, where as gray box is used to express the test is not necessary for the pairs.
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Fig. 9. Box plot of the BT scores at different level of HRCs for 16 SRCs.
On each box, the central mark is the median score, the edges of the box are
the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the outliers are plotted individually.

subjective quality of individual scene at different compression
levels.

The subjective quality of the SRCs for different HRCs is

shown in Figures 10 and 11. As can be noticed, the patterns
of quality scores are noticeably different for the SRCs even at
the same level of compression. As an example, variation on
the BT scores is smaller for Building compared to Car for the
same HRCs or at a same level of compression.

To confirm the results, Barnard’s test [74] has been con-
sidered to verify whether the probability Pij (scores given
for a test sequence/HRCs) is significantly different from a
probability of 0.5 (i.e., whether the observers are undecided)
or not [75]. For example, at a 95% confidence, p-value < 0.05
means there is significant difference between the probabilities
that observers chose image Ii over Ij .

In Figures 10 and 11, the difference of the subjective
quality of test images is expressed for each possible pair. It is
assumed that each pair of images follows the commutative law.
Therefore, the region of interest is the left side of the matrix
plot. As can be noticed, if the opinion scores for the pairs of
images are not significantly different, the corresponding square
is filled with white box otherwise it is black, where as gray
box is used to express the test is not necessary. The Figures 10
and 11 show that different set of SRCs have different numbers
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Fig. 12. BT score with 95% CI for reference light field images. The subjective
quality is different for reference images.

Descriptors SI CF Contrast Homogeneity
PLCC -0.184 0.317 -0.344 0.347

SROCC -0.267 0.352 -0.423 0.452
Descriptors Hue Saturation ColorValue Brightness

PLCC -0.047 0.520 0.018 -0.150
SROCC -0.229 0.394 0.191 -0.050

TABLE VI
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN QUALITY SCORES

(BT SCORE) AND IMAGE ATTRIBUTES.

of white squares. This result indicates the subjective quality
of light field images is also influenced by the SRC or image
content.

Moreover, a one-way-ANOVA test is performed for a group
of SRCs at different HRCs to confirm the result. The result,
F (15, 256) = 3.71 and p-value ' 0 < 0.05, indicates that
the subjective quality of the test images are significantly
different for the SRCs. This is because the image content has
a significant impact on the quality [13].

3) Effect of image content on subjective light field image
quality: The performed analysis, reported in Figure 12, shows
that the subjective quality is significantly different even for
the SRCs. This result strengthens the need to investigate the
impact of image content on the subjective quality.

At the moment, no standard content descriptors have been
defined. In this work, key image quality attributes defined
in Section III-A1, have been used. Based on the descriptors
scores and corresponding image quality scores, correlation
analysis has been performed.

For the analysis, Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient
(PLCC) and Spearman Rank Order Correlation Coefficient
(SROCC) have been used. The correlation between the content
descriptors scores and corresponding subjective quality scores
is shown in Table VI, and it shows that there is no signif-
icant correlation between the considered descriptor with the
subjective quality of the light field image.

The result is further confirmed with the help of Principle
Component Analysis (PCA). In the PCA the correlation be-
tween the variables is measured in terms of the angle between
the variables, where a small angle corresponds to a higher
correlation [76] [77]. The PCA has been performed by using
FactoMineR Software [78] and the result, Figure 13, shows
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Fig. 13. Result of PCA. The wide angles between the content descriptors
and BT score indicate there is no strong correlation between the perceived
quality and the attributes.

that the descriptor saturation has a small angle with BT score
compared to other descriptors. However, the angle between
the BT score and saturation is noticeable.

The results show that there is no strong correlation between
the SRC descriptors and subjective quality. Though, the quality
of the SRCs is significantly different. This result could be
due to the fact that together with system factors (such as
transmission impairments and compression artifacts) the sub-
jective quality is influenced by human and context factors [79]
too. However, the considered descriptors mostly explain the
system factors and the subjective quality is more about the
subjects, and hence physiological, psychological, social, and
role-related aspect of the subject also influence the quality
score [80].

C. Subjective quality analysis of the compression methods for
light field image

From Figure 8, it can be noticed that the subjective quality
of SSDC compressed light field image is high when compared
to other compression methods, and the same result is replicated
in Figures 10 and 11 for different SRCs. In those plots the
test points for the compression methods are different: quality
level for JPEG, compression ratio for JPEG2000, and QPs for
HEVC intra and SSDC. To compare the performance the bit
per pixel (bpp) for each test image is computed and compared
with the corresponding subjective quality scores.

From Figure 14, we can observe that the subjective quality
of JPEG2000 is significantly high compared to JPEG at same
level of bpp and a similar trend is shown for SSDC and HEVC
intra. These results indicate that the SSDC outperforms the
other methods for the light field images. A detailed description
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Fig. 14. Performance of the considered compression methods: subjective
quality of light field images at different level of compression by the different
compression methods. The recently proposed light field image compression
method, SSDC, has a significantly high level of subjective quality compared
to other methods.

(a) JPEG2000 (-0.941) (b) HEVC intra (-1.052)

(c) JPEG2000 (-1.834) (d) HEVC intra (-1.640)

Fig. 15. Quality of light field images at low and high level of compression for
JPEG2000 and HEVC intra, and level of compression is expressed in terms
of log(bpp).

of SSDC is available in [30], where the objective performance
of this compression method on light field images from focused
plenoptic cameras, such as Raytrix, is described. The results
of our work are different in two ways: 1) comparison of the
compression methods is performed on light field images from a
light field camera, Lytro Illum, and 2) the subjective quality of
the compressed image has been evaluated by using a subjective
assessment, and results show that the SSDC performs better
than other considered methods.

Moreover, it can be noticed that there is a crossover between
the curves for JPEG2000 and HEVC intra. This crossover
indicates that, at a high level of compression, JPEG2000
produced blurring and ringing artifacts having a small impact
on the subjective light field image quality compared to the
block artifact produced by the HEVC compression [81]. This
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Fig. 16. The compression level of SRCs at QP = 32 for top performing
compression methods, SSDC and HEVC intra.

Compressions SI CF Contrast Homogeneity
SSDC 0.013 -0.302 0.036 -0.046

HEVC intra -0.008 0.399 0.089 -0.153
Hue Saturation Value Brightness

SSDC -0.404 -0.536 0.451 0.617
HEVC intra -0.290 -0.243 0.844 0.780

TABLE VII
PLCC: CORRELATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN IMAGE ATTRIBUTES AND

IMAGE COMPRESSION LEVELS MEASURED IN TERMS OF BPP (COMPUTED
AT QP = 32).

result is further confirmed by Figure 15. Figure 15 (a) and
(b) show that at low level of compression the HEVC intra
compressed light field image has a high quality even the
level of compression is higher than for JPEG2000 but at high
level of compression (Figure 15 (c) and (d)) the JPEG2000
compressed image has high perceptual quality. It is useful
to notice that the employed values of QP (42 and 47) are
significantly higher than the commonly used QPs (22, 27, 32,
and 37) [54].

Influence of image content: The result shown in Figure 16
indicates that even at a same QP level the SRCs have a
different level of compression. Moreover, the effect of the
image content on the subjective quality of light field image
is analysed with the help of content descriptors for top
performing light field image compression methods, HEVC
intra and SSDC. The result, Table VII, shows that the level
of compression significantly depends on the image color value
and brightness of the light field image. Therefore, inclusion of
a wide range of content variations is important in the dataset.

D. Performance analysis of image quality metrics

As stated in R3, in the following the performances of the 2D
IQMs when applied for light field image have been analyzed.

As mentioned in Section I, in literature [1], [30], to evaluate
the performance of encoding methods objective quality metric
(PSNR) is used. However, several 2D metrics, such as MSE
and SSIM, could be used for evaluating the light field image
quality. To the best of our knowledge, performance of these
metrics has not been yet evaluated on the light field image.
Therefore, in this work, the performance of the well accepted
and validated metrics when applied to light field image is
evaluated.
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In general, based on the availability of the reference signal,
the level of computational complexity, and the provided accu-
racy, the objective metrics are categorised into three groups:
Full Reference (FR), Reduced Reference (RR), and No Ref-
erence (NR). The FR metrics exploits complete information
about reference image, while NR do not require any reference
information. In RR only partial information is needed. The
availability of FR information allows better prediction of qual-
ity. In particular, FR metrics are easy to compute and provide
accurate results. Therefore, the FR metrics are widely used.
In literature, many FR metrics [11], [40], [82], [83] have been
proposed. However, there are no quality metrics specifically
designed for light field images, and thus, in this work, we
analyze the performances of the following 2D metrics:

• Mean Squared Errors (MSE) [84]
• Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) [84]
• Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) [84]
• Weighted SNR (WSNR) [85]
• PSNR based on Human Visual System (PSNR-HVS) [86]
• PSNR-HVS-M [87]
• Visual Signal-to-Noise Ratio (VSNR) [88]
• Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [36]
• Multi-scale Structural Similarity Index (MSSIM) [89]
• Image information and Visual quality (VIFP) [90]
• Universal image Quality Index (UQI) [91]
For encoding, the light field data is arranged in a 2D

image (lenslet) structure. The distorted image resulted from
the encoder is also in 2D image structure. Therefore, quality
score of the distorted light field image is estimated by using
the FR metrics with the help of reference (before encoding)
light field image.

Correlation between the subjective opinion scores and ob-
jective quality scores has been computed by using PLCC,
SROCC, and Kendall Tau rank Correlation Coefficient
(KTCC). PLCC evaluates the linear relationship between two
continuous variables: subjective and estimated quality score.
SROCC evaluates the monotonic relationship between two
continuous or ordinal variables. Finally, KTCC rank corre-
lation is a non-parametric test that measures the strength of
dependence between two variables [92]. KTCC is considered
since it is less sensitive to errors and discrepancies in data with
respect to SROCC. High correlation values indicate that best
prediction capability of the metrics with respect to subjective
scores.

Figure 17 illustrates that the objective IQMs perform differ-
ently, and the PSNR-HVS-M has higher values of PLCC and
SROCC compared to other metrics. This result could be due
to the fact that the PSNR-HVS-M takes into account the HVS
and the contrast sensitivity of the image [87]. A similar result
is yielded from PCA, as shown in Figure 18, the PSNR, PSNR-
HVS, and PSNR-HVS-M have a small angle with subjective
quality score (BTScore) with respect to other metrics.

VI. CHALLENGES AND POSSIBLE FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Several challenges remain to be tackled on the subjective
and objective quality evaluation of the light field images. To
the best of our knowledge, no works have been performed in
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Fig. 17. Objective metric performance: correlation coefficient between the
estimated quality scores and subjective opinion scores.

Fig. 18. PCA results: bipolar plot for image quality metrics performance
analysis.

this direction. Some of the issues arisen with our work are
reported in the following and they could be the motivations
and directions for future work.

• In this work, to decode the Lytro Illum recorded light
field information, MATLAB Light Field Toolbox [55]
has been used. During the decoding process some of
the color and depth informations are distorted, though
the color correction function available in the toolbox was
considered. The distortion produced by the toolbox may
have an influence on the perceptual quality of light field
image.

• Visualization technique: As mentioned before, the light
field image can be shown to the user in many ways. Some
of the possible ways and their features are mentioned
in Section III-D. There are still open questions such as
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which is the appropriate visualization method considering
the complexity of the light field contents? How to evalu-
ate the multiple views or the complete light field content?
How to evaluate the influence of depth distribution and
distortion on the perceived quality? How to handle the
inter-perspective aliasing, as a result of large depth?, etc.

• Rendering method: There is no standard rendering
method for light field image. Many ongoing efforts have
been given to develop the rendering methods. However,
the selection of the method is also depending on the
possible application of the light field image content. In
our study, the basic full resolution rendering method has
been adopted. The results that we got in this experiment
could be different for other rendering methods since the
distortion introducing by the rendering methods would be
different.

• Depth information: The depth information is a valuable
information that we get from the light field image. When
we process the light field image, even during the compres-
sion, the depth information is also distorted. Therefore,
for the objective metric a measure of depth distortion is
also important. Moreover, the compression algorithm may
work differently well with different depth distributions.
On the other hand, we have only assessed the central
2D view, the adopted visualization technique may not
be a good choice to measure the depth distortion. In
this situation, we might have to employ different kind
of visualization techniques such as 3D visualization or
animated GIF (by considering all possible 2D views).

• In this article, we adopted a subjective quality assessment
method (PC) but it needs to be developed further in order
to cover the issues such as content complexity and several
application areas.

• Finally, it is also worthwhile to have a similar study on
light field images from a focused plenoptic camers such
as the Raytrix.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a study on the perceived quality of compressed
light field image is presented. Major contributions of the article
are described in the following.

• A new SMART light field image quality dataset has
been created. For dataset population, based on the key
image quality attributes (colorfulness, spatial perceptual
information, contrast, etc.) and light field camera specific
capabilities (depth dependence and Lambertian lighting)
the SRCs are selected and captured by Lytro Illum Cam-
era. The captured SRCs are processed and compressed.
An experiment was scheduled to collect the subjective
quality rating for the processed image sequences. Source
sequences, test sequences, subjective quality scores, and
adopted experimental setup procedures are made freely
available for the research community.

• The impact of the compression artifacts on the subjective
light field image quality is studied. The results show
that the compression methods significantly degrade the
subjective quality of light field image, and the level of the

quality degradation varies for the images with different
content.

• The impact of the image content on the subjective quality
is studied with the help of key image quality attributes
and subjective quality scores of the light field images.
The results show that there was no strong correlation of
the descriptors with the corresponding subjective quality.
However, the results presented in Section V-C show that
the level of compression of light field images varies for
different content even at a same level of QPs. Therefore,
the inclusion of SRCs with a wide range of content
variation is important.

• The performances of compression methods are evalu-
ated for light field images. The results show that the
recently proposed plenoptic image compression method,
SSDC [30], has a better subjective quality at a same level
of compression compared to other considered compres-
sion methods. The results demonstrate the importance of
specific compression algorithms for light field data in
order to reach a best possible quality.

• The performances of widely used 2D image quality
metrics are evaluated for the light field images. The
results show that, among the considered metrics, the
quality scores predicted by PSNR-HVS-M has a better
correlation with corresponding subjective quality scores.
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